Wiper control module ford f150

Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. The windshield wiper module, also called the wiper governor module or control module
depending on the automaker, is responsible for controlling and coordinating all the various
functions. When the wiper switch position is changed, whether from off to on, or from one
speed to another, a signal is sent from the switch to the windshield wiper module. The control
module interprets that input signal and sends an output signal to the windshield wiper motor.
When the wiper module is not working as designed, the wipers may not work when
commanded, may not shut off, and may not work at the designated speed. The wipers can also
start acting on their own volition with no input. Windshield wiper module failure is not common,
though as an electrical component, it can fail without warning. Other problems should be
considered prior to investigating the module itself, including relay failure, motor failure, a
damaged gearbox, and a failed wiper switch. One of our expert mechanics will inspect the
system and replace the windshield wiper module if required. Your windshield wipers are an
important part of your vehicle and enhance safety by ensuring that you have a clear view of the
road. If the windshield wiper module fails, your safety can be compromised. It should be
repaired as soon as possible. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits
Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep
in mind: There is no routine maintenance or service for the windshield wiper module. The
windshield wiper module is located in a hard-to-reach spot under the dash, and should be
replaced by a professional mechanic. Other problems can mimic symptoms of control module
failure including a faulty wiper switch or wiper motor relay. How it's done: The wiper motor is
removed from front cowl The defective wiper module is removed from the wiper motor The new
wiper module is connected to the wiper motor The wiper motor is reinstalled onto the cowl The
wipers are tested to work properly in all control positions. Our recommendation: Windshield
wiper module failure is not common, though as an electrical component, it can fail without
warning. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Windshield Wiper
Module? How important is this service? Number of Ford F services completed. Yourmechanic
was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Ford
mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. Chris 11 years of experience. Request Chris. Professional, friendly, efficient. Patrick
33 years of experience. Request Patrick. Maxwell 18 years of experience. Request Maxwell. Fast
and friendly. Done in no time. Richard 21 years of experience. Request Richard. Knows what he
is doing under the hood. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Windshield Wiper Module
Replacement. It only takes a minute to sign up. I had a problem with my wipers. The motor was
junk, so I replace the motor. I bolted it back on, plugged it back in, and it still doesn't work. I
unplugged it and pushed the button for the wipers and I heard the click behind the glove
compartment. I pulled the glove compartment out unscrewed two bolts on the big black box and
the wiper control module is just behind that and it seems to be working properly at least it
seems. I plugged the wiper motor back in and went to use my wipers. The clicking stopped, so I
checked my fuse and everything was ok. Every time I try to use my wipers it doesn't work
because the wiper control module doesn't click. The wiper control module only clicks when I
have the wiper motor unplugged. I have no idea what my problem is here, but when I plug in the
motor, I have no power. I unplugged the motor and I have 12 volts at the source. I plugged it in
and I have no power. Is my control module bad? Or is the blinker switch bad? I took the motor
back to O'Reilly's and had it checked; the motor is good. How did you know the original wiper
motor was "junk"? Did you test it before you replaced? Since the new motor tests good, I think
the two areas you have pointed to wiper control module or blinker switch are good places to
start. Since you can hear the box click and there's power at the box when you flip the blinker
switch, it's my hunch the problem lies in the box, not the switch. Sign up to join this community.
The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Problem with wipers on Ford F v8 5. Asked 5
years, 3 months ago. Active 3 years, 10 months ago. Viewed times. Improve this question. Luke
freeman Luke freeman 81 3 3 bronze badges. Lmfao sorry I was getting pissed working on my
truc. I'm on my phone. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Sign up or
log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post
as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to
the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 1. Hot Network Questions.
Question feed. Are your wipers malfunctioning? Do they come on by themselves or not work
right? Well look no further. Here we have the fix for this problem. Thanks to Keith Vicker who
gave us permission to re-post this article. This tech article was originally posted at FordF It is
primarily intended for Ford trucks but most likely also applies to other Ford models. The next
step is to remove the end cap. Carefully pry the cap off the stalk with a sharp, flat tool. Now that

the end cap is off, hold the wiper switch still, and unscrew the single Philips screw. Don't slide
the switch off yet! Before you slide the rotating switch cover off, place your hand under the
entire assembly as shown. Be careful not to lose the spring-loaded switch detents top one is
circled, the other is on the bottom. Put a nice dab of the dielectric grease on a Q-tip. Then, apply
it liberally to the entire contact surface as shown:. Next, replace the Philips screw while holding
the outer barrel in. If the screw is hard to turn, remove it and try to start it in a different position.
Where is the wiper relay located in this truck? Do you. Good evening, I attached a wire diagram
and the fuse box legend for the location of the relays. What is the issue with the wipers? Check
out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed.
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. The wipers still run when the switch is turned off. I'm
looking for the wiper relay module location. Need to locate the wiper relay module also called
wiper control module or interval governor in a F Do the wipers stop if you remove one of the
relays? The controls for the wipers is the GEM module or the body control module as we know
today. Good chance the GEM module is the issue but you need to verify that the relays are not
the issue. Here is the location in the diagrams below. Please let us know what happens. Please
login or register to post a reply. Related Wiper Relay Location Content. Checked Fuse And Its
Good. Wipers , F, 5. To Pos. But No Blower. Left Work To Go Get Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the
parts that fit your vehicle. Your windshield wiper pulse board receives signals from the wiper
switch to control the speed of your windshield wipers. The wiper pulse board controls all the
functions of your wipers, including turning them on and off and controlling intermittent speeds.
If your wipers won't turn on or off or operate erratically, your wiper pulse board may be to
blame. A clear sign your wiper pulse board may not be working is the wiper motor not working,
but you can hear it receiving signal. This may be caused by the wiper pulse board sending
power to the wiper motor, but not sending intermittent or duration information. If you need a
wiper pulse board module, wiper motor, or just a new set of windshield wipers, visit O'Reilly
Auto Parts for your complete repair. Skip to content. Filter By. Connector Gender Female 7
Female, Male 1. Number Of Terminals 12 1 3 1 5 4 6 1 9 1. Terminal Gender Female, Male 1 Male
7. Car Select A Vehicle. Search With Vehicle. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare. Car
Check Vehicle Fit. Load More. Most of us associate mechanical units like the windshield wiper
blades , arm , and motor as being the most important elements for keeping the windshield
clean. However, a tiny device known as the windshield wiper module is the real hero that really
allows all of these individual components to work effectively. Just like any other mechanical
component, it is susceptible to wear and tear and can break from time to time. When you
activate your windshield wipers, electricity is sent to the wiper motor, which in turn activates
the linkage, and then operates the wiper arm to move the wiper blades across the windshield.
The entire system is controlled by a windshield wiper module. Some mechanics refer to the
wiper module as the wiper governor module. It is located underneath the dashboard, above the
brake and accelerator pedal, and is responsible for the complete operation of the windshield
wiper system. The windshield wiper module is pretty well protected from the outside elements;
however, it is an electronic component and is subject to failure over time. There are a few
warning signs that will signal that you may have a bad or failing wiper module. Listed below are
some of the symptoms that you should consider. The wiper module's primary job is to send a
signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Before it can control the speed or
duration of the wiper blades, it must first tell the motor to turn them on or signal them to shut
off. There are several specific problems that might cause the wiper blades to not activate,
including the switch itself , the motor, the linkage , or the wiper arms. The wiper module also
sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering wheel to the motor to move the
blades. There are several settings on the switch ranging from speed to interval time. If you
choose a setting on the wiper switch but that setting is not activated or displayed on the wiper
blades themselves, this might indicate that the module is experiencing trouble relaying the
message to the wiper motor. If you notice that your blades are moving faster or slower than they
should, it could also indicate a problem with the module exists. In either case, a professional
mechanic will be needed to correctly diagnose and replace the wiper module is needed. The
most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you activate the switch
but don't see the wiper blades moving. You'll be able to hear an electric signal coming from
under your dashboard which is the wiper motor, but the wiper blades are not moving as they are
directed. This is typically caused by an internal circuit inside the wiper module that sends a
power signal to the wiper motor, but not a duration indicator. In this situation, you'll have to
contact a local ASE certified mechanic to replace the module as this issue can't be repaired.
The windshield wipers are a not a convenience; they are needed for safe operation of any
vehicle. If you notice any of the above warning signs or symptoms of a bad or failing windshield

wiper module , contact a local mechanic that can visit you at home or your office and properly
inspect your vehicle. As we indicated above, many of these warning signs may be caused by
mechanical components other than the module, so make sure an expert helps you determine
exactly what is wrong before buying any parts or making any repairs. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Body Electrical and Lighting Inspection. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Service Location. Wiper blades won't turn on or off The wiper module's primary job is to
send a signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Wiper blades operate
erratically The wiper module also sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering
wheel to the motor to move the blades. Windshield wiper motor doesn't move but you hear it
working The most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you
activate the switch but don't see the wiper blades moving. Home Articles. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic
Auto Repair. Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Andrew 23 years of
experience. Request Andrew. Marco 29 years of experience. Request Marco. Great experience!
Marco showed up right on time and was very polite and pleasant. He got right to work and
assessed my problem quickly and made recommendations for repair which I was able to take
care of myself later. Very good experience and would definitely use Marco again! Matthew 33
years of experience. Request Matthew. Arrived on time, very professional and knowledgeable especially about my old car. Michael 22 years of experience. Request Michael. Michael went
above and beyond to get me in after an address change derailed our original appointment. He
also braved the elements in the dark to get a proper diagnoses. I am very happy with his honest,
friendly approach. I will request him whenever booking an appointment! Need Help With Your
Car? Related articles. The The role of cl
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it 41
eaning your windshield falls on your windshield washer and wiper system. When your
windshield is dirty, you spray windshield washer fluid onto the glass and turn on the wipers to
clear the dirty fluid from your Read more. Lift your wiper blades when it snows and clean the
blades to increase the lifespan of your wiper blades. If windshield wipers aren't working, replace
them immediately. Related questions How do you check the condition of the wiper blades?
Checking their condition is very important. Wipers don't turn off on Volvo Hello. This is a
problem with the wiper module. The module fails internally and causes the wipers to continue to
stay on. I always check for power at the module first to see if it is getting the on signal Rear
wiper arm The rear wiper arm is part of the collar that you are referring to. The arm and collar
are made and molded together. Once you remove the retainer nut you can use a small puller to
grab the arm and Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

